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ABSTF ACT
This report describes a project at Northwestern

University (supported by a grant from the United States Office of
Education Right to Read effort) to extend certain developments of the
preservice teacher education program, known as the Tutorial and
Clinical program in teacher education. In this program, the
prospective teacher's entry into the reading education curriculum is
effected with a computer-administered assessment device which gathers
information about the student's past experiences to determine the
student's needs for further information about reading, reading
instruction, and reading-related disciplines. Another part of the
assessment device consists of competency based questions about the
various fields of information, knowledge of which is strongly
recommended for skilled reading teaching. This information is used to
generate a program of instruction for the student through the use of
competency based units. The thrust of the project is tc more
efficiently utilize faculty talents and student time in the
preparation of competent reading teachers. Continued assessment of
the system is planned to facilitate modification as indicated by
graduates of the system, CM
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Ile:Ichool of Education at Northwestern Uhiversity has a lone: history

of innovative proms in teacher preparation. In the area of preservice

teacher education, this school developed the exemplary Tutorial and Clinical

(Jr and C) prof am in the 1960's, which drew national attention fOr its early

and continued use of cooperative teacher training activities in participatine

cchools and the use of adjunct faculty drawn from a number of pre-college

settings. The T and C pro yarn &As a highly-developed :let of contractually

defined experiences for students from freshman through senior year Unita'

this arrangement a student, working with his classroom teacher and faculty

advisor, identifies experiences which are likely to fill his needs for pre-

paration as a teacher of reading: or other subject areas. This list of

experiences becomes a written contract and record of the student's negotiations

a:; well ail a documonf aepinst which his process and success is measured as

each level and area of preparation L; completed. Thus, students have a consider -

able input and sense of responsibility developed for their own professional

education and, at the same time, they have available informed mppori. rmm the

school and interf:..Itel faculty to assist them in their promms towart their

stated goals.

Since contracts represent a record of continuous evaluation both of

individual students and of the program, The Northwestern School of Education

has carried on a monitoring and modification of the T and C program since its

inception almost ten years ago. In the area of reading and the preparation

of reading: teachers, this feedback has prompted a steady growth in the kind



and amount of spec! fk training in reading available within the.) promo. At

present, all eltmentary-level students devote at least one full quarter of

their preparatory work in the sophomore year to the teaching of reading.

TILL L; followed rote m(w.:t e.tudents by a second quarter of work in the form

of a formai course in reading during the junior or senior year.

Evaluations of current student: and graduate' of the T and C program have

Indicated their universal concern and need for more extended and specific

instruction in thp. teaching of reading. Surveys be schools where Northwestern

T and C students, MAT students and graduates currently work show that, while

these teachers have better than average preparation in reading, they and their

supervisors feel that a higher level of expertise in teaching reading .1 their

first professional priority. In addition, approximately eighty per cent of

respondents in a recent survey of contract evaluations show that both students

and their supervising teachers feel the need for more specific preparation in

reading.

It is questionable, however, whether simply increasing the total time spent

on how to teach readini7 Is a necessary or justifiable solution to the problem.

A close examination of supervision sports, contract terms and evaluations, and

:4esponses of former Notthwestern students shows a wide variety of expressed

needs in readinl. On one hand there are students saying that they want to know

haw to identify and treat a specific perceptual problem related to reading with

a particular child, and elsewhere there are supervising, teachers and Northwestern

alumni who say that they wish they had more and better general skills in choosing

and administering tests of reading performance.

The response of the reading education staff and faculty at Northwestern has

been to move, within the framework of the teacher education contract system,

toward a more specifically defined set of competencies against which all
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(-!:.111..bUt It It ztt.thitlit:1 In readine are i;t4Aureil. Thus far the use of

carpetency framework for reading is carried out in individual ;conferences

when contracts teinto, discussed and negotiated with the student and his

coninittee of faculty and school 1)ersonnel. Certain limitations appear.,

however, in the appropriateness, definition and mirage .ant of reading com-

petencies for teachers when applied within this program.

The first limitation relates to the number of students and staff commonly

Involv.A In the T and C program under the current contract arranrements. Over

the la.tt three yoars there has been a yearly averace of one hundred students

workini7 on contracts and experiences in the teachinc of readir at the sophomore

and junior levels. With a staff of three university people (on part-time

faculty and two teaching assistants) assimed to the prom, it is possible

to carry on seminars and individual conferences when the objectives and

conpetencies are :,tested in global terms. As indicated above, however, this

sort of nonspecific experience both on and off campus has not met: the apparent

needs atid wants f)r 1)ati.ottlar group of prospective

Further speci t'icat Tun or the desired comr)ottmeler, ha agrravate i thi? need

for extended and more particularized conferencing with our student population.

As sore particularization is included in the contract tenns, piooess of

writine. and monitorlw those contracts requires more input from Northwestern

staff and 000p....ratinir, classroan teachers. Thus, we are finding that an increasing

proportion of student, faculty, supervisor and teacher time is being devoted to

the mechanics of writi, contracts and scheduling interviews, observations, and

demonstrations of the particular competency in question.

The principal lindtation of the current contractual arrangements, thourb,

rtanains the relatively undeveloped and dobal nature of the learnings that

are currently In ust.. When, In the process of' working toward an !trimmed



model of readiw. f.4 the tottipetencies tire elaboratiAl and stu?ei fled

more fully, their Interpretation and adaptation to the contracts of individual

students becomes increztoingly timt...-consuming and potentially a diversion Prom

the learning 1.awesses. :tre faced, therefore, with t ht corn; t't

for rreater ..;pecificity in reading education and administrative limitations

which decrease our ability to provide that level of' specificatit

Preservice teachers at Northwestern University have shown the following

needs for modification in the reading components of' their proiTams:

I. t) provide for an Andividualil.: preservice readinr
pno=im based on increased speclIzation of learning
activities.

to expand the interdisciplinary 'case for the desigp of
Instruction and experiences in reading for all students
in the preservice teacher programs.

3. to expand opportunities for students to validate their
knowledge and skills of reading through many types of
directed observations and teaching contracts with chtidren.

4. to evaluate the success or failure of the reading prof'
in relation to the specific goals of individual preservice
teachers and their performance as teachers of readinr.

Each of these nee,is loives rise to a numbtr of separate and specific

objectives which form the basis for the present proposal. All of the above

needs, and many of th... ohjectivf?13 related to them, have been drawn from a

survey of students' contract evaluations, and the reactions of participants

in Northwestern tt...acher ::duration prok7ams, as solicited through questionnaires,

conferences and dimussims over the past six months. in combination these

needs and objectives imt:, led the staff at Northwestern University to work

tnward the devtilorment yr a reading education pr or which Is possible within

the institution's constraints in finances and staffing and which will have 11021e

potential for use in other teacher training sites.
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Approach

The School of Education of Northwestern University Is in thc. pr oeee,o

of modifying and rem-ant :41w. all of Its underrraduate and rraduate level

readincand 1.anetriev proomms. Illepresent report is a description of a

project supported by a grant of about $50,000.00 from the U.S.O.E. Right to

Read effort to extend certain of those developments as they apply to the

preservice teacher education proven, known as the Tutorial and Clinical program

in teacher education, and applies specifically to restructuring as described

here for the reading component of that undergraduate program. e.ome portions

of the procram development and their implementation in the T and C program

have been underway for a period of some months. The prooram description is

presented to chow the context of the activities which are supported under the

Right to Read pro ram.

General

The general approach to be followed under this project requires a total

of two year: from the start of the program development to its eventual valida-

tion and presentation in a final report. The project will concern itself with

the organization of a statement of competencies for effective teachers of reading,

and the expanzion of that statement into a set of specific options for preservice

tea :hers in the areas of information, skills and applications of skills in teaching

reading. The methodology to be used for ormnizine the Competency model, as well

as the procedures for ordering and monitoring the presentation or various optional

activities will be desiened within a computer-based educational manarement system

for reading and language programs at Northwestern University. The present

project focuses on the competency model in reading for preservice teachers, the

expansion of that model into options for learning activities both theoretical

and applied, and the development of the computer based monitoring system which

..... ,



will not only make direct invsentations of Information and optional activities

but also provide a continuow monitoring of' the proexes:3 of initividttal3 and proups

of preservice teacher:, LterOJC the Inner of competencien to be developed in this

readine, education prorram.

The general schedule of activities under this project is az follows:

(a) six months for the development of the competency model for
reading teacher* and the desim and pilot testily of a
computerbased learning presentation and control network
which accomodates to that model.

(b) six months for the elaboration of learning activities as
options under the competency model, including specification
in considerable degree of the information, skills and applica
tions of reading approaches which give promise of successful
development for the preservice reading teacher.

six months of development and trial testing of the prototype
competency learning system, including writing materials,
organizing information presentations, preparinr, skill
simulation, direct teaching activities in school settings.

(d) a final six month period devoted to the installation and
testing of this prototype learning system in reading over a
two quarter (two thirds of a school year ) period for students
in the Northwestern T and C program in pnvervice education.

Cc)

DESCRIPTION OF ME PROGRAM

Illoproapective teacher's entry into the reading education curriculum will

be effected with a cuter-adminintered assessment device desirned to gather

information about the student's past experiences relevant to a determination

of what he or e.1.:1 netlds in the way of fUrther information about reading, reading

instruction, and reading-related disciplines. This part of the as device

will take the form of questions about student teaching, tutoring, course work

in language areas, professional experience, etc. The second part of the

assessment: device will take the form of coweteney-based quentIons about the

various fields of information knowledge of which is strongly recannended for

skilled reading teuehing. Because these areas of information conprise such a
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Large corpus, this portion of the assessment device will be administered in

a tailored testIno format, that is, tie items will be ranked in terms of

difficulty and will be presented on the basis of performance on earlier

presented ones. Thi.; procedure will insure that the student's competency

level can be rouelay approxi"nted in a short period of time.

Path the information at,utt past experiences and about performance on the

initial assessment device will be used to generate a tentative path for the

student throug h competency based units of instruction. These will take a

variety of for computer assisted instructional units, video-taped units

of presentations given by adjunct faculty from non-education but reading

related areas, clinical experiences, tutorials with the instructor, micro -

teaching experiences, etc. Performance within these comnetency based units

will modify the path the student takes through the instructional materials,

achmulcintImore rapidly if the student seems to be competent in the area and

providing remedial sequences if the student evidences difficulty with the

material. The student's path and progress will be available for the inspection

of the instructors, who could later the path or perhaps provide same extra help.

Part of the control system which keeps records of the students process will

maintain the sehedulinr, of the experiences for the student. Du to the limited

resources of video presentations, clinical experiences, group lectures, etc.,

the arrangement of these competency units becomes critical. Thus, tilt% computer

registration system will be responsible for determining which sequence of units

the student will undergo and will also schedule those experiences which either

cannot be duplicated or which are available only to a limited number of students

'during a particular period.



11,11CliIPTION OF '211E CUIPOIENCE tkints

Perhaps the best illustration of the instructional unit which will

comprise the "teaching" part of the system can be given obliquely through

a description of h the units will be devised. The followine will describe

the first swop of the project, which, it is estimated, will last from 11 to

18 months.

The first stage will involve the identification, elaboration, and justi-

fication of a series of competencies whose acquisition is to be encouraged in

students so they might became competent teachers of reading. The identification

process will proceed in several ways.

Searches through the literature on reading and reading instruction aided

by the ERIC-CRIER educational data base will provide illustrations and defini-

tions of nary of the requisite competencies for reading instruction generally

agreed upon, by a variety of authors. Those areas of controversy, either theo-

retical or practical, All be included on a tentative basis. Their disposition

will be discussed later.

With the co-operation of the Chicago Public Schools, a pilot study is

currently being undertaken to identify superior teachers of reading. Prom the

results, further identification of teaching competencies at the practical level

will be dietillednuKiverified by observers in other school districts.

Adjunct faculty contributing to the project will aid in the identification

of competencies desired for reading teachers in the content areas circumscribed

by their disciplines. Suggestions by them as to particular practices in reading

instruction will also be tentatively entertained. Their disposition will be

discussed in the section of the justification of competencies.



The elaboration of the skills will proceed by a variety of paths. Items

will be classified according to area. In taw instances, this will be the

discipline fran whose perspective they were spawned. Por example, item

pertaining to ri.sonological rules would be relegated to areas of linguistics

and psycholinguistics, but variations of such rules by speakers of English,

while also considered there, would also be included in sections on dialect

geography, urban anthropology, or Black English.

Information provided from any one of the sources listed above that can be

specified in terms of some behavior, such as identification, recomition etc.,

(a requirement for information presented with the computer) will be formatted

in such a fashion. Information which cannot be formatted in such a way will be

evaluated for inclusion in the instructional materials and considered in terms

of an appropriate medium of presentation, such as classroom observation, video-

taped lectures, etc.

1 justification of the competencies to be included will also proceed by

a variety of ways. Skills identified from a variety of perspectives, i.e., from

adjunct faculty, searcheo, observation, etc., will be deemed genepilly acceptable

and will be included in the instructional materials.

Any content or practical item sugxested as part of the repetare of a

skilled readino, teacher that does not receive mere' support in the literature

or fran the various adjunct sources will be tentatively included in the instruc-

tional materials with a lad priority, that is, those skills which are con-

verged upon by a variety of sources will be developed first.

Items that suggest teacher competencies which are of a controversial

nature will be evaluated experimentally prior to inclusion, or at least

admitted to the materials with a note as to its univerified validity. PUP
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example, many practitieners of the "phonics" method, for example, aim toward

independent word identification as one of the goals for children learning to

read. (In fact, that may be the primary ,justification for this methotl.)

ilowever, if, as some writers believe, reading Is a sort of "linemistic guessing

ame" where the reader formulates hypotheses about "What is coming next" in

the sentence, then perhaps students should be encouraged to formulate such

hypotheses and confirm them in whatever way possible, including asking the

teacher. Such teaching strategies, derived frail the skills that children must

posse= in order to become efficient readers, probably will prove to be both

a major source for the identification of teacher competencies as well as

affording experimental means for their validation.

Concomitant with the development of the catalog of teacher competencies,

the project staff will engage in the design of the instructional system. They

will consider such questions as what types of materials are best suited for

computer-assisted instruction presentations? Same of the materials are obviously

unsuited for such presentation. Therefore, part of the task of designing such

a system involves the classification of the competency sources into appropriate

modes of presentation. Those resources which are best left in books can be

entered into an information retrieval system:. a sort of computerimd biblio-

k7aphy which could be queried by subject, author, or title. Nbny of tht. "tailored"

presentations frail other disciplines can be presented throupl, video-recorded

sessions by persons in that discipline. The control portion of the system would

maintain the scheduline of such presentations. The Importance of the system

design is revealed through its effect on the term of the material to be presented;

informing the material with the demands of the medium of presentation. FOr

example, rigid specification of student responses (and, therofore, of the questions

posed to the student) are required in normal tutorial mode cornputer-assisted

11



Instruction. This requirement aids in the selection of the types of material

that are best suited for this type of presentation and also forces the

instructional team to look closely at what it is that they want to present.

How will the initial assessment device be constructed? The student will

enter the system throueh an initial assessment device which will attempt

to approximate the types of instruction that the student needs based on his

or her past experience and performance on several instruments. On the basis

of the information gathered at the Initial ass4tssment point, a tentative path

of movement throudi competency-based units will be prescribed for the student.

It should be emphasiwd that his path is only an approximation of what the

student will eventually follow, as his or her performance within the instruc-

tional units will modify this path considerably. TO put it in other wards,

the computer will regenerate new series of instructional units based on the

students' performanCe on previous ones. The periOd of design of this control

system requires a close working relationship of the instructional designers

and the system programmers. For this, and other reasons implied above, it is

best to encourage those involved in the instructional design to become

promunmers themselves.

The notion of oonpetenee necessarily entials some form of evaluation or

other. Several varieties of evaluation are pivotal in the functioning of

the project.

The thrust of the project is to more efficiently utilize faculty talents

and student time in the preparation of competent reading teachers. Obviously,

the two methods of presentation, the traditional lecture format with its

minimal clinical camponent and the computer assisted and managed presentation

format with the increased clinical component along with its other variety of

modes of presentation, can be =pared as to the efficiency in learning the

12
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objectives. However, such a design does not guarantee that what the students

learn is, in fact, what they need to know in order to become competent teachers

of reading. Therefore, a continuing assessment is planned of the "actuates"

of the system to glean Information as to what parts of the preEentation should

be emphasized and what parts should perhaps be deleted.

Student progress through the system generates evaluative information about

the components of the system. Because movement from one component to the next

is either based on a mastery technique or the satisfaction of some criterion,

information as to difficulty, clarity, etc., will constantly be provided

about a particular sub-section as long as students are moving through it.

Moreover, sub-sections can be modified in a controlled fashion rendering the

system a sort of continuing experiment.


